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MAIN PROVISIONS OF  
COMPETITION LAW: 
ARTICLES 101 AND 102 
6–7 April 2020 
Hotel “Courtyard by Marriott Vilnius City Center” (Rinktinės g. 3, Vilnius)

Registration

• Private and public enforcement of competition law: main players 
and possible result

• Article 101 TFEU 
• Elements of Article 101 TFEU
• Types of anti-competitive agreements
Q&A
 
Coffee break 

Analysis of individual forms of anti-competitive agreements
• Price fixing, including information sharing
• Market sharing
• Bid rigging 
• Output restriction
• New forms of anti-competitive agreements 

Market definition
• Relevant product market
• Relevant geographic market
• Specific issues in defining markets
Q&A

Lunch

Vertical restraints
Analysis of individual forms of vertical restraints:
• Resale price maintenance 
• Single branding 
• Exclusive and selective distribution
• New forms of vertical restraints
Block exemption
Q&A

8.30–9.00

9.00–10.30

10.30–10.50

10.50–12.30

12.30–13.30

13.30–15.10
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Coffee break

Article 102 TFEU 
Elements of Article 102 TFEU
Types of abuse 

Analysis of individual forms of abuse of dominant position:
• Margin squeeze 
• Refusal to deal 
• Exclusive dealing
• Tying and bundling
• New forms of abuse of dominant position
Q&A 

Closing remarks

15.10–15.30

15.30–17.00

17.00–17.15

12.20–13.20

13.20–14.30

14.30–14.50

14.50–16.00

8.30–9.00

9.00–10.30

10.30–10.50

10.50–12.20

12.20–12.30

12.30–13.30
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Registration

Private enforcement of competition law 
• Role of judges
• Role of parties
• Burden of proof
• Standard of proof
Q&A
 
Coffee break 

Private enforcement of competition law (continued)
• Evidence and access to evidence 
• Evaluation of evidence, including economic evidence
Q&A

Closing remarks 

Lunch



SPEAKERS

Richard Whish is Emeritus Professor of Law at King’s College  
London; in 2014 he was appointed QC Honoris Causa. He was a 
non-executive director of the Office of Fair Trading in the UK from 
2003 to 2009, and a non-executive director of the Singaporean  
Energy Markets Authority from 2005 to 2011. He is the co-author, 
with David Bailey, of Competition Law, 9th edition 2018 (OUP), and 
the author of many other books, articles, case-notes and book re-
views on various aspects of international competition law and policy.

Ian Forrester QC has been appointed as the United Kingdom’s Judge 
at the General Court of the European Union in October 2015. He 
has previously acted before national courts, national competition  
authorities, the European General Court and the European Court 
of Justice or the European Commission for numerous multinatio- 
nal and governments. He has served as an arbitrator in International 
Chamber of Commerce and International Centre for Settlement of 
Investment Disputes proceedings. Ian Forrester is a honorary Doctor 
of Laws and Honorary Professor of the University of Glasgow. He is 
an Advocate of the Scottish Bar, and is also admitted to the English 
Bar as well as the New York State Bar. He regularly lectures on Euro-
pean law and policy, and has written numerous articles and chapters 
on competition law, trade policy, customs and dumping.
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The Competition Council of the Republic of Lithuania processes your per-
sonal data for the sole purpose of the organization and promotion of the 
seminar held on 6–7 April 2020.

Data processing purposes

Your personal data, such as name, surname, e-mail address, workplace, 
job position and signature will be processed for the purpose of the orga-
nization of the aforementioned seminar. Considering that the seminar is 
funded by the European Commission, the aforementioned personal data 
may be transferred to it in order to justify the actual presence of seminar 
participants and prove the validity of the incurred costs. 

The seminar organizers are planning to take pictures during the event. By 
participating in the seminar, you grant to the Competition Council consent 
to take pictures, as well as the right to use such material. Pictures taken 
during the seminar will be used to promote the event on the Competition 
Council‘s website, as well as on its “Facebook” and “LinkedIn” accounts. 

Your e-mail address will be used to transfer information related to 
the seminar and seminar materials. You have the right to object at 
any time to receiving such information by contacting us by e-mail  
contacts@kt.gov.lt.

Data processing terms

Information relating to your name, surname, e-mail address,  
workplace, job position, signature and image (seminar pictures) will be pro-
cessed by the Competition Council for up to 3 years.

For more information on personal data processing please refer to the  
Privacy policy published on the Competition Council‘s website.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROCESSING OF YOUR 
PERSONAL DATA 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/court/training.html
mailto:contacts%40kt.gov.lt?subject=
http://kt.gov.lt/uploads/documents/files/Privacy_message_2019-08.pdf

